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Executive Summary

Traditional approaches to Safety Life Cycles focus on control, 
predictability and accountability to manage risk
Modern development diverges from this ideal

COTS, Supply chains, volatile technologies all complicate the process –
making it more likely to fail

MDD can help Safety assessors to resolve this and develop theories 
of dependability through separation of concerns and mature 
domains
Remains a fundamental challenge to address fragmentation and 
support consistent safety arguments.

Safety characteristics will likely influence many of the domains / 
metamodels and these will need to be consistently resolved. 



Motivation for MDA in safety 
assessment - 1

Disengaging design 
analysis from technical 
volatility 

Safety and Design 
Information needs to be 
resolved in the context of 
technical insights
Leads to a “one-off” 
reconciliation
Technical volatility 
challenges maturity
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Motivation for MDA in safety 
assessment - 2

Disengaging design analysis 
from technical volatility 

PIM and PSM
Improved Maturity 

COTS / Supply Chains
Safety in the development 
context

Rather than “after the fact”

Diseconomies of scale for 
software
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Model Driven
Architecture 

A way of integrating domains and 
exchange information

Mapping from abstract models to 
concrete implementations

Models are instances of specific 
domains

E.g.  Navigation, Stealth, Flight Control
Each Domain:

“Well formedness” rules 
Well Defined Mappings
Isolates internal changes from other 
domains – reduces scope of changes
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Safety Challenges  -- Process

The Inherent nature of safety requirements
Safety tended to be all-pervasive and context dependent
Limit to how much can be factored out

Derived Safety Requirements
Cannot be identified a-priori, but emerge during development
Difficult to prescribe – again, depends on specifics

Traceability
Domain proliferation, separation of concerns, etc
Make it difficult to identify a specific route from requirements to 
implementation



Safety Challenges - Products

Constraining technologies
MDA /MDD about integration of technologies
Safety critical development prefers a trusted set of tools
how do we validate domains prior their use?

Reinforcing Technical Silos 
Safety assessment often about opinions and judgement
Does separation of technologists into domains make this more or less 
difficult?

Certification
Extant standards are based around a conventional process
For example, maintaining a Hazard log across the project with 
autonomous domains



Deployment Process Safety Issues

Identify a systematic & coherent approach to risk 
management common to all domains
Define a process for recognising Derived Safety 
Requirements
Define traceability between domains allowing 
discontinuities to be highlighted and resolved
Strategic leadership at system level with authority to 
resolve understanding of risk across distinct domains



Suggested Approach – Argument 
Patterns

Define a set of critical 
“behavioural” properties at 
system level
Derive safety contract for each 
domain
Refine Model by instantiating 
domains
Pull in safety argument 
“patterns” as necessary to 
demonstrate safety properties 
upheld
Feedback Derived Safety 
Requirements as they emerge
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Short Worked Example

Terrain following Flight for Military Fast Jet
Three Domains 

Navigation 
Requirement : Max. avoidance manoeuvre - 4g pull up

Stealth 
Only a single aperture in the airframe – reduce cross section
Minimal emissions – reduce detection

Flight Control
Max. addition weight 300kg – to uphold performance requirements

Safety Requirement 
Hazard – “Controlled Descent into Terrain” 
SAFETY INTEGRITY LEVEL (SIL) 4 – Failure is catastrophic



Refinement of Safety Requirement

Conflict
Stealth requirement for a single aperture resists design to a 
single “active” sensor
Yet, no single Sensor can achieve failure requirement of SIL 4 
(10-9)

Common response in Safety Engineering would be the 
use of diverse forms of evidence

Separable Safety Principle – but influences three domains
Independent Backup source of terrain data required

Store a digital terrain database on board – a “passive” sensor
Use to check the active sensors inputs

What are the implications for the domains?



Argument Pattern
G1

{GOAL}

S1

Argument Based
on diverse forms

of evidence

Gn

{STATEMENT
SUFFICIENT TO
SUPPORT G1}

G2
Arguments are
diverse and not

subject to common
mode failures

>1

Definition of
Diversity

Argue that the safety 
requirement is met 

whilst maintaining a 
consistent system model 
across the three 
domains

Uses “Goal Structuring 
Notation” (GSN) to break 
down system  level claims 
into requirements of the 
technical domains
Pattern for “Diverse 
Evidence” shown prior to 
instantiation 



Instantiated Pattern G1
Recovery

manoeuvre trigger
omission is

"improbable"

Instantiated pattern shows the 
technical requirements on each 
domain
In this case, specific 
requirements of the active and 
passive sensors
Technological advances simply 
assessed against safety 
requirement
The rationale behind the design 
is unambiguously recorded. 

S1

Argument Based on
diverse forms of

evidence

G3

Real time data from
sensor ensures a

trigger occurs when
physical obstacles
are encountered

G2
Real time data and

historic data
collected from
independent

sources

Diversity: "Diverse
components are conceptually
different and rely on different

design properties (ref: Def Stan
00-56)

G4
Historic map data
ensures a trigger

when the real time
terrain sensor deviates

from
anticipated terrain



Conflicts

A new “active” sensor 
technology might satisfy 
safety requirement

but invalidate stealth or flight 
performance requirements

E.g. 4g pull up based on 
sensor system being 300kg 
or less

Increased weight requires 
additional vertical 
acceleration

Derived new safety 
requirement

Stealth

Flight 
performance

Navigation

Weight < 
300kg

Low 
emissions

Single 
sensor



Resolving Conflicts

Mappings must uphold invariant 
non-functional properties for the 
system 

Record dependencies in the 
appropriate part of the safety 
argument

Define an systematic interface
between domains with a mutual 
system requirement

Provides to….
Requires from…

Non-functional requirements will 
need to be recorded.

Including those not related to safety

G3

Real time data from
sensor ensures a

trigger occurs when
physical obstacles
are encountered

“AWAY GOAL”

Sensor weight must be
less than or equal to

300kg
REF : GOAL Gx



Conclusions - Meeting the Challenge

Identify a systematic & coherent approach to risk management 
common to all domains

Patterns record risk management approaches 
Define a process for recognising Derived Safety Requirements

Instantiation of patterns shows how the design relates or invalidates 
safety requirements
Does so as soon as issues emerge

Define traceability between domains allowing discontinuities to be 
highlighted and resolved

Patterns common to all domains – common approach to decomposing 
and resolving safety claims

Strategic leadership at system level with authority to resolve 
understanding of risk across distinct domains

Patterns develop and become mature approaches to risk management
across domain
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